Your CityLAB Berlin look forward to our date on June 29 – live and in person!

Event Highlights

- Differences in our understanding of what a smart city
- Metropolises in the world. Together, we took a look at the
- Were able to gain lots of insights into the

Urban jungle, temple buildings in among skyscrapers, busy streets – and lots

Blog: Our visit to the twin city of Jakarta

Spotlight 3

Movie! Disclaimer: No handbooks were harmed in the making of this video.

Methodenbox

- Along with the
- Enable people to develop public innovations
- Action using agile working methods!

You were all going to be absolutely wild about methods!

Methodenbox

Spotlight 2

Individual needs.

- To see a lot of people using it, sharing it and sending us feedback – and of
- The services offered by more than 200 counseling centers in Berlin
- Find themselves having to click through numerous websites to find what

Anyone in a personal crisis who is looking for psychosocial help in Berlin often

The quick way to find help geared to individual needs:

- Access to more than 200 counseling services in the city that are appropriate to
- Musters in this kind of situation.
- They're looking for. This takes time and patience – both of which very few

If you don't dare leave the house yet because of the varying weather

That will make even Steven Spielberg jealous!

We also introduce you to our Sommerfest

Our Sommerfest still in your bones, don't worry: the red-hot news from CityLAB is bound to

In the spring, I have counted 136 different kinds of weather inside of 24
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